The aim of this paper is to prove the following Theorem 1. Lei G be a finite abelian group acting faithfully on a complex smooth projective variety X of general type with numerically effective (nef) canonical divisor, of dimension n. Then where C(n) depends only on n.
We refer to the Introduction of [Ca-Sch] for a nice account of the history for the study of bounds of automorphism groups of varieties of general type. The authors of that paper have also shown a polynomial bound for abelian automorphism groups. Also, Cai has recently given a linear bound of abelian groups for 3-folds of general type [Cai] , and Szabo has shown that the total automorphism group of a minimal variety of general type is bounded by a polynomial function [Sza] .
To prove Theorem l, the only major obstacle to a generalisation of our argument for surfaces [X] is the lack of a theorem of minimal models in higher dimension: the basic idea is to find a pencil on X, whose general fibres are invariant under the action of G, then use induction on n. To do so one needs bounded globally generatedness of pluricanonical sheaves, and vanishing theorems. Unfortunately, these theorems currently exist only for varieties with extra conditions which are not preserved by fibres. Therefore we consider the problem for varieties in a more general category, äs is done in [Ca-Sch] . Our main observation in Theorem 2 is that in the polynomial bound of Theorem 0.1 of [Ca-Sch] , most copies of d may be compensated by the ambient dimension 7V, leading thus to a linear bound.
The coefficient C(ri) in Theorem l is effective. As it is very big and probably much bigger than the reality, we have preferred not to write it down explicitely. § 1. Preparation for induction
The main ingredient of the proof is the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Lei X<^ P*~ * be a non-degenerate irreducible variety ofdimension n and degree d, with κ(Χ) ^ 0. Lei G be afinite abelian group acting linearly on P N-1 , leaving X invariant. Then where c(n) = (/i + l)!(/i + 2)! Π [(/ + 2)!]'" 1 .
Here the linearity of the action means that the action of G on P N ~ 1 comes from a linear action on //°R emark. l . For abelian groups, this theorem is a bit better than the conjecture in [Ca-Sch] , Remark 1.2, which is shown in [Sza] .
2. The coefficient c(ri) in Theorem 2 is certainly too coarse. The author thinks that the correct coefficient should not be bigger than something of the form (an) n .
Theorem l follows directly from Theorem 2 and the following lemma, if we send X into p*» w-1 by the linear System \mK x \ (take d = m n K x and N = p m (X)), s the action of G on A" induces a linear action on H°(X, mK x }. Lemma 1. For each positive integer n, there exist M (n) e N and a (n) e (R + , such that: Lei X be a smooth projective variety of general type with nef canonical divisor, of dimension n. Then there is an integer m <; M (n), such that \mK x \ isfree, Φ ηΚ is birational to its image, and
Proof. We follow the argument of [Wi] , Theorem 1.1. By [Ko] , there is an r = 2 (n + 2) (n + 2)! such that \mK x \ is free when m ^ r. As <P rKx is then generically finite onto its image, we may take n -i general divisors D l ,...,D n _ l in \rK x \ such that the intersection D l * · Άι-i * s a smooth irreducible and reduced curve C.
By successively applying the vanishing theorem of Kawamata-Viehweg, it is easy to see that the natural map is surjective. As deg( : c + K X \ C ) + \ 9 K C + K x \ c is very ample on C, and /> (n _ 1)r + 4 (Jn^°(C,# c + ** 2* This implies that Φ(( Λ -ι )Γ + 2 )κ χ is birational onto its image, so we may take . QED
Remark.
As is pointed out by the referee, Φ ηίΚ is already birational when m ^ 2 « 2 -h l [E-K-L], Corollary 4.6. Therefore one can get a much lower m if there is a proof of the upper bound of (mK x ) n /p m (X) without using the freeness of the pluricanonical System. § 2. Proof of Theorem 2
First, we make the following remark which will be used in the argument.
Lemma 2. In Theorem 2, we may replace "irreducible variety" by "subscheme whose components are of non-negative Kodaira dimension", under the extra condition that each component of X contains a point with trivial stabiliser.
Proof. Let X 19 ..., X k be the irreducible components of X, H ( the minimal subspace of P*' 1 containing X i9 with d i = deg^), N t = dim(# t ) + 1. We have Definition. H°(u x (m)) is called uniquely decomposable, if different semi-invariants correspond to different characters, or equivalently if there are no more than h° (& x (m) ) semi-invariants.
Lemma 3. We may assume that H = H Q (& X (\)) is uniquely decomposable.
Proof. We may obviously assume N = dim(#). Consider the decomposition of H into eigenspaces H = H^ ® --· Θ H k , with where N i = dimCfy). For each ι ^ r, let n i :P >N~1 = P(// v ) ---> P(# f v ) be the projection with centre the projectivisation of the annihilator of H { , then let T t be a general hyperplane in P (H?), and ^ the moving part of the divisor in X cut out by π ί "" 1 (7]). Now fix / such that Y t is of maximal degree among these divisors.
For an indexy'^r with j Φ /', let P { be the minimal subspace of P(Hf) containing n j (Y i ). Then P j is at least a hyperplane of P (///), for otherwise deg(y)) > deg(l^) s one sees by taking a general hyperplane containing P i9 taking into account that yj being moving, no component of i t can be contained in the fixed part of π,·. This means that there is at most one section in Hj vanishing on Y { . Also, no section in HJ vanishes on Y { ifj> r, for such a section is proportionally rigid, therefore i t would vanish on a Zariski dense open subset of X, contradicting the non-degeneracy of X.
Let P be the minimal subspace of P^' 1 containing Y i9 with N' = dim(P) + 1. As Y { is invariant under the action of G, P is the intersection of N -N' invariant hyperplanes. So from the above, we get N' ^ N-r ^ N/ 2. We also have
and Y t c P verifies the conditions of Lemma 2 from the easy addition formula of Kodaira dimensions. Note that by construction, general points of Y t have trivial stabilisers. By induction, +1). QED We note by D(X) the vector space div(X) ® Q, where div(X) is the additive group of Cartier divisors on X (without taking linear equivalence). We are interested in the finite subset Σ c D(X) formed by the images of the W invariant hyperplane sections, H 0 (u x (l)) being uniquely decomposable. As X is irreducible, different hyperplane sections correspond to different points in D (X) .
For any positive integer m and p l9 ... ,p m e Σ 9 the sum Pi + ·" +p m corresponds to an invariant divisor in \ x (m)\ 9 hence to a semi-invariant of H Q (O x (m) ). Our aim is to find an m such that semi-invariants of this kind outnumber h°(& x (m)) 9 so that H°(C) x (m)) is not uniquely decomposable.
Definition. Let Σ be a finite set in a vector space. The dimension of Σ is the dimension of the convex h ll of Σ. Also, we define
to be the set of all sums of m points in Σ. The cardinal of Σ will be denoted by \Σ\.
Lemma 4. If Σ is a finite set of dimension δ, then a-i Proof. Choose a point p 0 e Σ which is a summit of the convex h ll of Σ, and let Σ' = Σ\{ρ 0 }. When |Σ| > δ + l, we may assume that Σ" is also of dimension <5. We can find δ points/?!, ...,ρ δ εΣ' such that the convex h ll of {ρ 0 ,Ρι, ...,p d }isa simplex polyhedron whose intersection with the convex h ll of Σ' is just the face generated by δ δ p i9 . . · ,/v In particular, all points of the form ]T n i p i with n > 0, n { ^ 0, and Σ n i -m i = o i = o are in m Σ but not ml'. As the number of such points equals the number of δ -h 1-partitions of m -l , we get The lemma follows by induction. QED Remark. The inequality of the lemma remains true when Σ is a set of dimension > δ: one has only to take a generic projection of Σ to a space of dimension δ.
Lemma 5. Let A be a linear System of ff ine dimension N on a projective variety X. Let {D 19 ..., D k } be a set ofgenerators of A, andp t the point in D (X) corresponding to £) i? for each i. Let δ be the dimension of the set {/? 1? ...,/?*}. Then the map Φ Λ : X ---» p#-i factors through a rational map ψ : X ---> Ρ δ .
Proof. This follows by double induction on m and n, and the exact sequence 0 -* #°(0 x (m-l)) -» H°((9 x (m)) -> H 0 (0 Y (mj) 9 where is a general hyperplane section of X. By additivity of Kodaira dimensions, the induction on n Starts from curves of genus ^ l . QED Lemma 7. Lei m ie a« integer greater than or equal to («4-1) -. Then N -n -l w «o/ uniquely decomposable under the induced action of G.
Proof. Let e D (X) be the finite set corresponding to invariant hyperplane sections. As different points in ml correspond to non-proportional semi-invariants in H°(ß x (m)) 9 we have only to show \ml\ > h m (d, n) . But we have by Lemma 4, äs the dimension of is at least «-hl due to Lemma 5. As m ;> (« + 1) --implies N -n -i we get l"rl -*.« »» ("" " + ") -( m " + _" J 2 ) > o. QED Now to use induction on n to prove Theorem 2, let m be the smallest positive integer such that H°((9 x (m)) is not uniquely decomposable. We have m ^ 2 by the hypothesis that H°((9 x (l)) is uniquely decomposable, and m <(/i + l)(« + 2)by Lemma 7. Let F be a general member of the moving part of a pencil in \mD\ corresponding to a plane in H®(ß x (m)) consisting of semi-invariants. F is invariant under the action of G.
Let Ar / = A°((P x (m-l)), and consider the embedding i:F->P> N°~l induced by & x (m -1). The image of F is non-degenerate because it is moving while H°(@ x (m -1)) is uniquely decomposable (hence the image of A" in P N°~i has only finitely many invariant hyperplane sections). Let d' = degz(^) ^ m(m -l)"" 1^ On the other band, we have (^-1)·-",'-ir- '- äs in the proof of Lemma 7, therefore -^ --l -1. Now taking Lemma 2 into N m \N J account, the induction hypothesis applied on implies md This proves Theorem 2.
